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140 F. Pressure is defined by Specification 3.1.2. Arefuelingshutdownr$fers*

'to a shutdown to replJce or rearrange all or a portion of the fuel assemblics and/or
. control rods.

1.2.7 ~ REFUELING OPERATION

|
An operation involving a change in core geometry by manipulation of fuel or --ntrol

I ross when the reactor vessel head is removed.
|

1.2.8 REFUELING INTERVAL
.

Time between normal refuelings of the reactor, not to exceed 24 months without
j prior approval of the NRC. .

1.2.9 STARTUP

The reactor shall be considered in the startup mode when the shutdown margin is
j

j reduced with the intent of going critical.

T VGA1.2.10

! TAVG is defined as the arithmetic average of the coolant temperatures in the hot
and cold Icgs of the loop with the greater number of reactor coolant pumps operating
if such a distinction of loops can be made.

-1.2.11 HEATUP - COOLDOWN MODE

The heatup-cooldown mode is the range of reactor coolant temperature greater than
200 F and less than 525 F.

1.2.12 STATION, UNIT, PLANT AND FACILITY

Station, unit, plant and facility as used in these technical specifications all

refer to TMI Unti 1.,,

1.3 OPERABLE

A system, (i.e. subsystem, train, component or device) shall be operabic or have
operability when it is capable of performing its specified function (s). Alli

necessary attendent instrumentation, controls, normal electrical power sources,
cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that are required
for the system to perform its function (s) shall also be capable of performing
their related support function (s).

1.4 PROTECTION INSTRUMENTATION LOGIC

1.4.1 INSTRUMENT CHANNEL

An instrument channel is the combination of sensor, wires, amplifiers and output

devices which are connected for the purpose of measuring the value of a process
i variable for the purpose of observation, control and/or protection. An

instrumentation channel may be'either analog or digital.

!. '1.4.2 . REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM
!

| .Ihe reactor protection system:is shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-6 of the FSAR. It is
that combination of protection channels and associated circuitry which
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